Beauty

Skin

why french
women
don’t get
*
wrinkles

With a mantra of moderation and common sense as a sure-fire way
to stay slim, French Women Don’t Get Fat sold three-million copies.
Seems they take the same approach to skincare – with impressive results
Words Rosie Green Photographs SYLV IE L A NCRENON
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(*except when they chain smoke like Brigitte Bardot)
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sk for a Diet Coke
in Paris and watch the
waiter’s nostrils flare
in contempt. If you
want to stay slim, you
can see him thinking, then why not
swap your vulgar hit of aspartame,
caramel E150d and carbonated water
for some l’eau, a little wine and a side
order of self-restraint?
The French, as we are often told,
are big on self-restraint, and never
more so than when it comes to
skincare. While we are always after
the next big thing (Mintel research
says the UK sees the most skincare
launches in Europe), the French steer
clear of fads in favour of the tried
and tested. Proof? Clarins’ top 10
products have all been around for at
least 20 years. And while we Brits
want speed and shortcuts (we have
the dubious honour, says Mintel
again, of being Europe’s number-one
user of cleansing wipes), French

women are loyal and consistent
(Darphin says 75% of its French
customers are repeat buyers).
After a lengthy infatuation with
all things American, industry insiders
are once again lauding the French
approach to beauty. Clémence
Poésy, Vanessa Paradis, Charlotte
Gainsbourg and current front-row
obsession fashion editor Virginie
Mouzat (see her skincare secrets on
page 134), are all being féted by the
style cognoscenti, their enviable natural
glow rendering Tinseltown’s tweaked
and frozen faces passé. And, suddenly,
high-profile dermatologists are praising
the nation’s diligent use of feel-good,
plant-powered formulas, suggesting
they be more beneficial long-term
than more aggressive, instantly
gratifying products. So, is it time to
re-embrace the French mix of quality
ingredients, consistent application and
cosseting formulas? Here’s how to get
that Gallic glow (and keep hold of it).

»
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Buy products with
feel-good factor
Stop overloading

The latest beauty buzz word to
emerge from the States is ‘status
cosmeticus’, a state of skin irritation
brought on by over-stimulating
the epidermis with harsh products
and treatments. Consultant
dermatologist at London’s Cadogan
Clinic, Dr Susan Mayou, says she’s
seeing more and more redness,
stinging, inflammation and eczema
in patients combining a multitude
of ingredients with overzealous
application. Her patients’ wrinklefighting arsenal can be often be
‘counterproductive’, she says. Why?
It can compromise the skin’s natural
barrier, exposing it to pollutants,
more UV-penetration and other
irritants. This can be ageing, not only
because of the damage inflicted while
the barrier is weakened, but also
because, as Dr Mayou points out, ‘it
can take weeks or months to get skin
back to a point where it can tolerate
any kind of anti-ageing regime at all.’
Enter the cosseting skincare of
Darphin, Decléor, Clarins et al…

Don’t feel guilty

‘The French generally talk about
their skincare in terms of a ritual,
whereas we call it a routine, and in
the US, they say regimen,’ says Fiona
Brackenbury, head of training and
education at Decléor. ‘The French
feel beauty products and treatments
are deserved, essential and guiltfree.’ According to Mintel, French
women invest way more than their
European neighbours in skincare, an
incredible €2.2 billion and almost
double what we Brits spend. The
same research also shows the French
are the Europeans most likely to visit
beauticians. But it all pays dividends.
‘I can instantly tell a client who has
looked after her skin with facials and
good products,’ says star facialist
Sarah Chapman, adding that
pampered skin is not as reactive and
is more resilient to environmental and
cellular damage, ‘so, it’s less likely to
show the classic signs of ageing.’
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Lavender, ylang ylang, camelia…
one thing that marks out traditional
French skincare brands is their love
of natural essential oils. Decléor’s
delicious, new home spa range, Relax
Intense, is based on ‘aromacology’,
a new term describing how essential
oils are used to deliver inner
wellbeing, as well as outer beauty.
If there was ever any doubt of
essential oil’s potency, Brackenbury
cites a recent Japanese study, which
showed that diffusing it into an office
environment positively affected
both work rate and adrenalin levels.
Darphin’s new Ideal Resource
anti-ageing moisturiser is similarly
holistic. Their labs created a fragrance
that worked to elevate mood, as well
as brighten skin. With its specific plant
extracts and carefully selected notes,
it’s the olfactory equivalent of Prozac.

Be diligent

The French legendarily pass down
their beauty expertise from mother
to daughter – and it shows in their
skin. ‘We often see three generations
in a row,’ says Sylvie Jouault, director
of the legendary Darphin Institute
in Paris. But even if you weren’t
introduced to the skincare three-step
before you were in a training bra,
being consistent now will pay off. The
long-term benefits of even the most
basic skincare have been proven by a
recent Proctor & Gamble study that
showed simple daily moisturising
can be a powerful anti-ageing tool

3

– because skin is more hydrated,
expression lines can’t etch in so deep.
The result, it seems, is a backlash to
inflammatory, outlandish products,
and a move to quality ones you’ll want
to use again and again. As Clarins’
head of research and development,
Dr Lionel De Benetti, says, ‘For a
product to be effective, you need
to apply it daily, like a medicine.’

Rediscover classics

Sometimes, it makes sense to stick
to the classics. At the heart of many
French skincare brands are their facial
oils, which may seem less sophisticated
than some high-tech offerings, but are
extremely effective, as they ‘build’
skin, helping retain its resilience and
suppleness. Indeed, when Dr De
Benetti was tasked with updating
Clarins’ original facial oils, he couldn’t
find anything to improve, so it’s still the
same effective formulation conjured
by founder Jacques Courtin-Clarins
when he began using them on clients
in 1954 (albeit in smart, new bottles).
Darphin is also seeing a rise in sales
of its facial oils, and with good reason.
NYC-based dermatologist Dr Frederic
Brandt praises the anti-ageing power
of the French beauty favourite, saying
that oils not only act as a shield
against the environment and slow
skin’s water loss – something research
has linked definitively with ageing –
but that by combating dryness, they
make skin less susceptible to free
radical formation, which minimises
collagen breakdown, and therefore
lines and sagging. Vive la jeunesse!

French lessons

The latest additions to France’s favourite skincare ranges

● Darphin Ideal
Resource, £50 M,
boosts radiance,
fights wrinkles
and improves
texture (available
from February).
● Anne
Semonin’s latest
launch, Oligo
Cleansing Gel,
£31 M, is a gentle,

wash-off formula
with a biological
exfoliator, for
sensitive and
combination types.
● DeclEor Relax
Intense is a new
at-home spa
range made up
of Aromessence
Relax Intense Dry
Oil, £43; salon-

strength Fruit
Seeds Scrub, £25;
Relaxing Shower
Oil, £22.50; and
ultra-luxe Massage
Balm, £35, all M.

Breaking
news…

A new anti-ageing
development from
YSL puts the French
fashion and cosmetics
giant at the forefront
of skincare
We’re already firm fans of
its make-up and fragrance;
now YSL has set its sights
on transforming our skin,
too. In development for
over 10 years, Forever is a
complete anti-ageing range
(it offers everything from
the obligatory high-tech
serum to a supercharged
cleanser), whose
breakthrough technology
makes use of ‘glycobiology’,
the Nobel prize-winning
study of glycans. Considered
to be as complex and
crucial as DNA in terms
of biological function,
these carbohydrate-based
molecules help cellular
communication and repair,
but diminish as we age.
By boosting glycan levels,
in this case using carefully
refined plant extracts,
Forever promises to help
skin replenish itself more
efficiently, just like younger
skin. The result? A plumper,
more radiant complexion.
Science aside, that sounds
perfectly prize-worthy to us.
YSL Forever Youth Liberator
Serum, £60; Crème, £60;
Eye cream, £40; and
Cleanser, £35.
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MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE. FoR STOCKIST DETAILS, SEE THE DIRECTORY. sarahchapman.net, cadoganclinic.com

The face behind
the theory

My whole interest in skincare began
with my mother, though once I became
a beauty editor [during her early career],
I introduced a few improvements of my
own. On the whole, French women are
intuitive when it comes to looking after
their skin. We don’t jump on the latest
bandwagon, and we’re not obsessed
with scrubbing it, or keeping it squeaky
clean; we know skin needs to be left
alone to some extent, otherwise it
becomes incredibly sensitised, and
ages more quickly. That’s why, while
Botox and fillers are a yes, we tend to
steer clear of peels, lasers and other
harsh treatments that weaken the skin.
I think they just make the attack from
pollution, the sun and lifestyle even
more aggressive. To some extent,
skin needs to do its own thing.
French women also know that while a good
skincare routine is important, how you treat
the inside is equally crucial. I’ve seen the
difference good fats can make to skin and I now
take omega-3 supplements morning and night
[try Tri-Source Omega 3 Capsules, £15.49 for
60, Holland & Barrett M]. Oily fish is also great
for boosting the skin membrane and, although
I’m vegan at the moment, French women do eat
plenty of fish. I’ve also recently started taking
liquid Silicium – I dissolve it in a glass of water
and take it twice a day – and friends have been
commenting on how great my skin and hair look
[try it in capsule form, Silica 200mg Tablets,
£7.40 for 90, Nature’s Best M]. Plenty of fruit,
wholegrains and even a glass or two of red
wine work wonders, too.
Travelling a lot, I have to treat my skin to
rich, hydrating moisturisers, so it can take a
seven-hour flight to New York, without drying
out. A current favourite is Lancôme Génefique
Nutrics Youth Activating Cream, from £29 M. It’s
an extraordinary day cream, which is extremely
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Paris-based Virginie Mouzat, 45, is
a novelist and the Luxe/Style editor of
France’s Le Figaro newspaper. She’s
also living proof that a French approach
to skincare really does work...

nourishing and also makes an excellent base
for foundation. And because I’ve been wearing
foundation every day since I was 18 (currently
Lancôme Teint Miracle, £26 M, mixed with
Clinique Repair Wear All Smooth Make-up,
£27 M), using a good cleanser is really
important, too. I can’t live without Dior Instant
Gentle Cleansing Oil, £23.50, which I sponge
off with liquid baby soap [try Dr Bronner Baby
Mild Liquid Soap, £5.15, Victoria Health M] and
water for a gentle, but thorough cleanse.
Another way I like to ‘build’ my skin is through
massage – and a therapist comes to my house
once every two weeks to give me a lymphatic
drainage facial. Other than that, I visit spas for
massage and other body treatments. Finally,
when it comes to Botox and other cosmetic
procedures, my approach is less is more. My
advice to friends is to always ask their doctor
for half the dose, even it means coming back
earlier. It helps people get used to the change
– a major new look is never successful! e

MORE SKINCARE SECRETS AT...

Redonline.co.uk

‘While a good routine
is crucial, so is how
you treat the inside’

